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Abstract
We present Splice Site Variant Analyzer (SSVA) to simplify the characterization of deleterious and benign
variants in or around splice sites. SSVA uses a Variant Call Format (VCF) file to query variants in humans against the
Annovar database, MaxEntScan software, and the Conserved Domain Database. From Annovar, SSVA calculates the
GERP score, the Exac score for each population, the allele frequency from the 1000 Genomes Project, and the
likelihood score that the variant affects splicing. From MaxEntScan, SSVA calculates a splice site efficiency score
based on the sequence. Finally, SSVA uses the Conserved Domain Database through rpsblast to determine if
conserved domains are affected by the variant. SSVA presents each of these scores in a single output file that allows
researchers to easily classify each splice site variant as pathogenic or benign. SSVA fills a void in splice site variant
analysis by merging the output from several databases to provide researchers with a free and comprehensive analysis
of the pathogenicity of splice site variants in a single step at runtime.
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Introduction
In eukaryotes, splicing allows short coding regions (exons) that are separated by noncoding regions (introns)
to join and form a larger gene sequence. The spliceosome recognizes conserved splice site features at the 5' and 3'
ends of the coding sequences, and facilitates splicing [1]. While these regions are conserved, different base positions,
different mutations, and different alternative splice sites affect the likelihood that a mutation is deleterious to a gene
[2]. Therefore, correctly interpreting the significance of splice site variants is difficult because various factors provide
a partial representation of variant effect. Furthermore, synonymous mutations sometimes affect splice site regulation.
For instance, research in ataxia-telan-giectasia mutated (ATM) serine/threonine kinase in patients with ataxiatelangiectasia (immunodeficiency disease) [3] and cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance regulator (CFTR) [4]
gene systems has shown that seemingly benign mis-sense mutations affect splicing at splice sites and are therefore
pathogenic. Unfortunately, most current tools cannot accurately identify pathogenic variants that affect splicing
regulatory elements [5].
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We present the Splice Site Variant Analyzer (SSVA), which takes a Variant Call Format (VCF) file and
returns a tab-separated file with scores evaluating each variant transcript. SSVA is implemented in Java 1.8 and
queries several known databases to output a comprehensive annotation for splice site variants included in a VCF file.
All source code, executables, and annotated examples are freely available at https://github.com/ridgelab/ssva.

Materials and Methods
SSVA provides researchers with several scores to evaluate splice site mutations. The three main analysis
tools are: Annovar databases, the MaxEntScan algorithm, and the Conserved Domain Database.
Annovar databases
First, SSVA uses databases included in Annovar [6]. SSVA provides researchers with the option of using
either GRCh37/hg19 or GRCh38/hg38 as human genome references. Since GERP scores [7] are not yet compatible
with hg38 coordinates, SSVA queries four databases for hg19 coordinates, or three databases for hg38 coordinates. All
databases are described below:
gerp++gt2 (hg19 only): A score above 2 indicates that a variant is evolutionarily conserved and
potentially functional [8].
exac03: This score represents the allele frequency in exomes across the following populations: ALL, AFR
(African), AMR (Admixed American), EAS (East Asian), FIN (Finnish), NFE (Non-Finnish European), OTH (other
populations), and SAS (South Asian) populations [9].
1000g2015aug: The allele frequency of whole-genome variants across the following populations: ALL, AFR
(African), AMR (Admixed American), EAS (East Asian), EUR (European), and SAS (South Asian) [10].
dbscsnv11: A likelihood score that a variant affects splicing. This score is calculated using AdaBoost and
Random Forest algorithms. A score of greater than 0.6 is considered splice altering [11].
MaxEntScan algorithm
The MaxEntScan (MES) algorithm was developed in 2004 and remains one of the best performing tests of
splice site variants [12]. In fact, the dbscsnv database, which was developed in 2014, uses MES as a base model for its
ensemble learning methods and Random Forest scoring [11]. MES was also used to classify seemingly benign variants
in the ATM gene as pathogenic [13]. SSVA provides the wild type MES score as well as the variant MES score for each
variant. Higher MES scores are typically associated with efficient splicing. The MES percentage is then calculated as
the percent change from the wild type sequence score to the variant sequence score. Although the scoring significance
cut off is not explicitly named in the original publication of MES, we suggest that a percentage difference of less than
negative 60% implies splice site deletion.
Querying the conserved domain database
Finally, SSVA queries the conserved domain database (CDD) through rpsblast and provides the potential
domains that would be lost if a variant were deleterious to a splice site. The CDD is curated by the National Center for
Biotechnology Information (NCBI) [14] and contains 56 066 protein domain models from several different databases
[15]. SSVA provides information for each transcript that comes from inferring a lost splice site at the location of the
variant. Included for each query that passes the e-value standard (default 0.005) is the CDD domain identifier, the
percent of the domain that would be lost if that splice site were skipped, the corresponding e-value of the rpsblast,
and the annotation associated with that domain. If the user queries more than a thousand variants, this step may
considerably slow SSVA runtime. To forgo rpsblast, users may set the '-p' flag to false.
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Results & Discussion
SSVA provides researchers with information about the role of splice site variants through a single-command at
runtime. We tested the program by querying splice site variants in the ClinVar database [16] that are characterized as
pathogenic, pathogenic or likely pathogenic, benign, and benign or likely benign. We present those results in Table 1.
Table 1: ClinVar variants correctly identified by SSVA.
ClinVar
Variants

MES

dbscsnv

MES and
dbscsnv

MES or
dbscsnv

Percent of
Variants
Identified (%)

Pathogenic or Likely Pathogenic

580

502

512

499

515

88.8

Pathogenic

501

435

444

432

447

89.2

Pathogenic in the Splice Site

421

388

385

385

388

92.2

Pathogenic or Likely Pathogenic in
the Splice Site

487

445

442

442

445

91.4

Benign in the Splice Site

2

2

1

1

2

100

Benign or Likely Benign in the
Splice Site

2

2

1

1

2

100

Benign or Likely Benign

1685

1583

980

973

1590

94.4

Benign

1465

1373

836

829

1380

94.2

Classification

Single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) from ClinVar were filtered with the following parameters: expert panel, multiple
submitters, clinical testing, and single nucleotide. The first column is the classification of the variant as either benign or
pathogenic. We also separated variants based on their location within the splice site or surrounding the splice site. The
second column is the number of variants from ClinVar in each classification (benign or pathogenic). Columns three
through six are the number of variants that were correctly identified as either pathogenic or benign for each group
classification based on MES, dbscsnv, MES and dbscsnv, and MES or dbscsnv, respectively. The seventh column is the
percent accuracy of SSVA, calculated by using variants identified by MES or dbscsnv (column six) divided by the number
of variants in ClinVar (column two) for each group classification.

Our results suggest that by considering both the MES score and the dbscsnv score, SNPs are characterized
more accurately as benign or pathogenic. Therefore, we propose that providing both scores in one concise program
allows researchers to better predict effects of splice site variants than by using either the dbscsnv database or the MES
software alone. We show that SSVA correctly identifies 88.8-100% of pathogenic or benign variants in or around
splice sites. SSVA has a slight bias toward labelling variants around splice sites as benign (94.2% accuracy) versus
likely pathogenic (88.8% accuracy). Within splice sites, SSVA is more accurate, with 100% accuracy for benign
variants and 91.4% accurate for likely pathogenic.
Since SSVA uses various databases, we propose that as these databases become more comprehensive, SSVA
will also become more comprehensive and accurate. SSVA allows researchers to quickly query many databases and
evaluate scores derived from each source. Furthermore, we show that SSVA accurately evaluates splice site variants as
either benign or pathogenic. SSVA provides the most comprehensive and user-friendly open source pipeline to
analyze the deleterious effects of splice site variants.

Availability
SSVA is freely available on GitHub at https://github.com/ridgelab/ssva
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